Global warming is one of the most challenging problems that humanity has ever faced. Most of our customers are also concerend of global warming and climate change, and more open to sustainable fabrics as compared to previous years.

We have been promoting our Green products to all our customers and after a long period of follow up, finally sold to our first Swedish customer namely Fristsads.

Fristsads Sweden is very serious about the environment and want to start with “green” products for their range of garments/ workwear. They are transforming their range of garments to be “GREEN” by 2025. In such, we managed to convince Fristsads Sweden to start our sustainable items in recycle polyester as below:

RT3041 (recycle version of ST3040) @ USD2.75/m
RST7200 (recycle version of ST7200) @ USD3.25/m and
RSMC2003 (recycle version of SW1151) @ USD3.80/m
Total trial qty is 10,000m.